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Kali Linux 2019.3 "KDE" overview | The Most Advanced Penetration Testing Distribution, Ever.[2]

In this video, I am going to show an overview of Kali Linux 2019.3 "KDE" and some of the
applications pre-installed.

Linux Headlines ? 09/09/2019 [3]

Manjaro begins a new era, KDE sets goals for future usability, and Mozilla rolls out a
controversial feature to Firefox.
Plus after nearly 10 years, one of our favorite open source projects gets a major feature update.

Powered Journalistic Freedom With SecureDrop [4]

The internet has made it easier than ever to share information, but at the same time it has
increased our ability to track that information. In order to ensure that news agencies are able to
accept truly anonymous material submissions from whistelblowers, the Freedom of the Press
foundation has supported the ongoing development and maintenance of the SecureDrop
platform. In this episode core developers of the project explain what it is, how it protects the
privacy and identity of journalistic sources, and some of the challenges associated with
ensuring its security. This was an interesting look at the amount of effort that is required to

avoid tracking in the modern era.

Python?s Long Tail | Coder Radio 374 [5]

As Python 2's demise draws near we reflect on Python's popularity, the growing adoption of
static typing, and why the Python 3 transition took so long.
Plus Apple's audacious app store tactics, Google's troubles with Typescript, and more!
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